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[this issue of Neuron]) . The structures included the do-
pamine system, as many of the stimulation sites were




axons presynaptic to them (Wise, 1996a). Finally, majorCH-1700 Fribourg
drugs of abuse influence dopamine neurotransmissionSwitzerland
(Wise and Hoffman, 1992; Wise, 1996b; Wise, 2002 [this2 Department of Anatomy
issue of Neuron]). Heroin and other opiates, cocaine,University of Cambridge
amphetamine, and nicotine lead to increases in dopa-Cambridge CB2 3DY
mine concentration in the ventral striatum and frontalUnited Kingdom
cortex, which appears to be a crucial mechanism of
drug addiction. In view of these well-established results,
several studies investigated neuronal mechanisms ofRecent neurophysiological studies reveal that neurons
reward by studying the impulse activity of single neuronsin certain brain structures carry specific signals about
in the dopamine system and other presumptive rewardpast and future rewards. Dopamine neurons display
structures. In particular, we were interested to under-a short-latency, phasic reward signal indicating the
stand which specific information about rewards woulddifference between actual and predicted rewards. The
be coded by the different neuronal systems.signal is useful for enhancing neuronal processing and
The present review comprises seven sections whichlearning behavioral reactions. It is distinctly different
(1) summarize the basic neurophysiological results ob-from dopamine’s tonic enabling of numerous behav-
tained from dopamine neurons; (2) interpret these re-ioral processes. Neurons in the striatum, frontal cor-
sults in relation to formal issues of animal learning the-tex, and amygdala also process reward information
ory; (3) make a case for different functions dependingbut provide more differentiated information for identi-
on the time courses of dopamine fluctuations and com-fying and anticipating rewards and organizing goal-
pare the reward processing with other functions of do-directed behavior. The different reward signals have
pamine systems; (4) assess how the dopamine rewardcomplementary functions, and the optimal use of re-
signal influences postsynaptic structures to mediate thewards in voluntary behavior would benefit from inter-
known behavioral functions of reward; (5) compare theactions between the signals. Addictive psychostimu-
reward coding of dopamine neurons with other brainlant drugs may exert their action by amplifying the
structures and discuss how neurons might use the re-dopamine reward signal.
ward information for controlling goal-directed behavior,
decision-making, and intentional behavior; (6) suggestIntroduction
hypotheses on how addictive drugs might abuse theThe discovery of neurons synthesizing and releasing the
dopamine reward signal; and (7) provide an outlook onneurotransmitter dopamine in the brain has prompted
future experiments on dopamine and reward.a number of interesting proposals concerning their func-
tion. Following such far-fetched suggestions as an
Basic Resultsinvolvement in regulating blood pressure, more recent
Cell bodies of dopamine neurons are located in theirviews favor roles in movements, goal-directed behavior,
majority in the ventroanterior midbrain (substantia nigracognition, attention, and reward, to name only the most
and ventral tegmental area), in groups numbered A8 topertinent ones. On the one hand, the deficits in Parkinso-
A10 from caudolateral to rostromedial (Ande´n et al.,
nian patients, in which the nigrostriatal dopamine sys-
1966). Their axons project differentially in a general topo-
tem has degenerated, impair the planning, initiation, and
graphic order to the striatum (caudate nucleus and puta-
control of movements, learning and memory, and moti- men), ventral striatum including nucleus accumbens,
vation and emotional reactions. On the other hand, sev- and most areas of neocortex including, prominently, the
eral lines of evidence suggest a dopamine role in reward prefrontal cortex. (An additional, smaller dopamine cell
and approach behavior. Behavioral studies on patients group is located in the hypothalamus but has different
and animals with experimentally impaired dopamine functions and is not the subject of the review.) Midbrain
transmission have demonstrated a prime motivational dopamine neurons show in their majority similar, phasic
role of dopamine projections to the nucleus accumbens activations following rewards and reward-predicting
and frontal cortex (Fibiger and Phillips, 1986; Canavan stimuli (Schultz, 1998). There is a tendency for stronger
et al., 1989; Wise and Hoffman, 1992; Robinson and responses in medial midbrain regions, such as the ven-
Berridge, 1993; Knowlton et al., 1996; Robbins and Ever- tral tegmental area (group A10) and medial substantia
itt, 1996). These systems appear to be crucially involved nigra (medial group A9), as compared to more lateral
in the use of reward information for learning and main- regions (group A8 and lateral group A9). Response laten-
taining approach and consummatory behavior. Electri- cies (50–110 ms) and durations (200 ms) are similar for
cal self-stimulation studies on animals with electrodes rewards and reward-predicting stimuli. The dopamine
implanted in their brains revealed a number of compo- reward response constitutes a relatively homogeneous
nent structures of the brain’s reward system (Wise, 2002 population signal which is graded in magnitude by the
responsiveness of individual neurons and by the fraction
of responding neurons.3 Correspondence: ws234@cam.ac.uk
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Activation by Primary Rewarding Stimuli berg et al., 1991, 1992; Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1994;
Hollerman and Schultz, 1998). Dopamine responses oc-About 75% of dopamine neurons show phasic activa-
tions when animals touch a small morsel of hidden food cur close to behavioral reactions (Nishino et al., 1987).
Conditioned stimuli are somewhat less effective thanduring exploratory movements in the absence of other
phasic stimuli. Dopamine neurons are also activated by primary rewards in terms of response magnitude and
fractions of neurons activated. Dopamine neurons re-drops of liquid delivered to the mouth outside of any
behavioral task or during the learning phase of different spond only to the onset of conditioned stimuli and not
to their offset, even if stimuli are used whose offsets,Pavlovian or instrumental tasks, such as visual or audi-
tory reaction time tasks, spatial delayed response or rather than their onsets, are valid predictors of reward
(Schultz and Romo, 1990). Dopamine neurons do notalternation tasks, and visual discrimination (Ljungberg
et al., 1991, 1992; Schultz et al., 1993; Mirenowicz and distinguish between visual and auditory modalities of
conditioned, reward-predicting stimuli. However, theySchultz, 1994; Hollerman and Schultz, 1998). Dopamine
neurons do not appear to discriminate between different discriminate between rewarding and neutral stimuli that
are physically sufficiently dissimilar (Ljungberg et al.,food objects or different liquid rewards. However, their
responses distinguish rewards from non-reward objects 1992) but show progressively more generalizing, activa-
tion-depression responses to unrewarded stimuli with(Romo and Schultz, 1990). Dopamine neurons show no
or only minor changes in activity prior to or during arm increasing resemblance to reward-predicting stimuli
(Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1996; Waelti et al., 2001). Onlyor eye movements (DeLong et al., 1983; Schultz et al.,
1983b; Romo and Schultz, 1990), the few changes being 11% of dopamine neurons, most of them with rewarding
responses, show phasic activations in response to con-unrelated to the spatial targets of movements (Schultz
et al., 1983a). ditioned aversive visual or auditory stimuli in active
avoidance tasks using air puffs or drops of hypertonicOnly 14% of dopamine neurons show the phasic acti-
vations when primary aversive stimuli are presented, saline (Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1996). Thus, the phasic
responses of dopamine neurons preferentially report en-such as an air puff to the hand or hypertonic saline to
the mouth, and most of the activated neurons respond vironmental stimuli with positive motivational value,
without discriminating between different sensory mo-also to rewards (Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1996). Al-
though being non-noxious, these stimuli are aversive in dalities.
Responses during Learningthat they disrupt behavior and induce active avoidance
reactions. However, dopamine neurons are not entirely The dopamine activation undergoes systematic
changes during the progress of learning. Primary re-insensitive to aversive stimuli, as they show depressions
or activations with slower time courses following pain wards elicit neuronal activations during initial learning
periods which decrease progressively and are trans-pinch in anesthetized monkeys (Schultz and Romo,
1987). Also, dopamine release is increased in the stria- ferred to the conditioned, reward-predicting stimuli with
increasing learning, as shown in visual and auditory re-tum following electric shock or tail pinch in awake rats
(Louilot et al., 1986; Abercrombie et al., 1989; Doherty action time tasks (Ljungberg et al., 1992; Mirenowicz
and Schultz, 1994) and spatial delayed response tasksand Gratton, 1992; Young et al., 1992).
Dopamine neurons show phasic activations followed (Schultz et al., 1993). During a transient learning period,
both rewards and conditioned stimuli elicit an activation.by depressions in response to novel or intense stimuli.
These stimuli have both attentional and rewarding prop- After learning is complete, the activation switches in-
stantaneously between unpredicted rewards and re-erties, as agents show orienting responses to these
stimuli which they also find rewarding. These data might ward-predicting stimuli (which are tested in separate
trials) (Romo and Schultz, 1990; Mirenowicz and Schultz,sugggest that phasic dopamine activations reflect atten-
tion-inducing properties of stimuli, including rewards, 1994).
One crucial difference between learning and fully ac-rather than positive reinforcing components (Schultz,
1992; Redgrave et al., 1999; Horvitz, 2000). However, quired behavior is the degree of reward unpredictability.
When monkeys learn repeatedly novel pictures in adopamine neurons are depressed rather than activated
by the attention-generating omission of reward (Schultz learning task, they develop a learning habit by which
they learn novel stimuli within a few trials (Harlow, 1949).et al., 1993), and they show only few activations to strong
attention-generating events such as aversive stimuli These paradigms permit to study single neurons during
a whole learning episode and compare the responses(Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1996).
Taken together these findings suggest that the phasic with familiar situations, while respecting the limited du-
rations of neurophysiological recordings. In a well-activations of dopamine neurons report preferentially
environmental events with rewarding value, whereas established two-way discrimination learning habit, re-
wards are expected with a probability of 0.5 during theaversive events may be signaled primarily with a slower
time course. The dopamine activations do not seem to initial part of each learning episode (Figure 1A). A chance
correct response leads to a reward and thus to an out-code primarily attention, although coding of specific
forms of attention associated with rewards cannot be come that is better than expected (50% prediction
error). Dopamine neurons are activated by the rewardexcluded.
Activation by Conditioned, Reward-Predicting in these correct learning trials (Figure 1B, top). By con-
trast, a chance erroneous response leads to no rewardStimuli
About 55%–70% of dopamine neurons are activated and thus to an outcome that is less than expected
(50% prediction error). Dopamine neurons show a de-by conditioned visual and auditory stimuli in various
Pavlovian and instrumental conditioned tasks (Miller et pression at the habitual time of the reward in these
error trials (Figure 1B, bottom). Thus dopamine neuronsal., 1981; Schultz, 1986; Schultz and Romo, 1990; Ljung-
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the depression increases in error trials (Hollerman and
Schultz, 1998).
Relationships to Learning Theory
Unpredictability of Reward
A crucial feature of dopamine responses is their depen-
dency on event unpredictability. The activations follow-
ing rewards do not occur when food or liquid rewards
are preceded by phasic stimuli that have been condi-
tioned to predict such rewards (Romo and Schultz, 1990;
Ljungberg et al., 1992; Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1994).
The loss of response is not due to a developing general
insensitivity to rewards, as activations following rewards
delivered outside of tasks do not decrement during sev-
eral months of experimentation (Mirenowicz and Schultz,
1994). Importantly, the criterion of unpredictability in-
cludes the time of reward, as rewards elicit transient
activations when they are delivered earlier or later than
predicted, even though it is certain that the reward will
eventually occur (Hollerman and Schultz, 1998).
Dopamine neurons are depressed exactly at the time
of the usual occurrence of reward when a predicted
reward is omitted. The depression occurs when animals
fail to obtain reward because of erroneous behavior,
when liquid delivery is blocked by the experimenter de-
spite correct behavior, when a liquid valve opens audibly
without delivering liquid, or when reward delivery is de-
layed for 0.5 or 1.0 s (Ljungberg et al., 1991; Schultz et
al., 1993; Hollerman and Schultz, 1998). The depression
occurs even in the absence of any stimuli at the time
of the omitted reward which might trigger a response,
indicating that the depression does not constitute a sim-
ple neuronal response but reflects an expectation pro-
cess based on an internal clock tracking the precise
Figure 1. Dopamine Neurons Code a Reward Prediction Error dur- time of predicted reward.
ing Learning The reviewed data suggest that dopamine neurons
(A) Stimulus arrangement in the two-way visual discrimination task. are sensitive to the unpredictability of both the occur-
The pictures are presented simultaneously at a computer monitor rence and the time of reward. They report rewards rela-
in front of the monkey, and touch of the rewarded pictures results
tive to their prediction, rather than signaling them uncon-in presentation of a drop of liquid reward 1.0 s after the touch. Touch
ditionally. This sensitivity can best be conceptualizedof the other picture remains unrewarded but terminates the trial.
and understood in the formal term of “prediction error.”Left and right stimulus positions alternated semirandomly. Sets of
two new pictures are presented repeatedly in blocks of 20–60 trials, The dopamine response is positive (activation) when
and the monkey finds out by trial and error which of the two pictures rewards occur without being predicted, or are better
is rewarded. Thus, with novel pictures, the chance to choose a than predicted. The response is nil when rewards occur
correct reward is 50%. (B) Dopamine activity during learning of novel
as predicted. The response is negative (depression)picture pairs. (Top) Neuronal activation to liquid reward in correctly
when predicted rewards are omitted, or are worse thanperformed, rewarded trials (correct lever touch). Activation de-
predicted. Thus, dopamine neurons report rewards ac-creases rapidly after reaching the learning criterion of better than
chance performance (arrow). The learning criterion was reached cording to the discrepancy between the occurrence and
at the second correctly performed trial in the first series of four the prediction of reward, which can be termed an error
consecutive, correctly performed trials. (Bottom) Neuronal depres- in the prediction of reward (Schultz et al., 1997).
sion at the habitual time of reward in erroneously performed trials
Dopamine Responses in a Formal Test(wrong lever touuched). Dots denote neuronal impulses, their hori-
for Prediction Errorszontal distances representing real time intervals to the electric pulse
The prediction error constitutes a central term of modernopening the liquid reward valve, or the habitual time of valve-opening
pulse (center arrow). Each line of dots shows one trial, the original theories of conditioning (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972;
sequence being from top to bottom. Reprinted from Hollerman and Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce and Hall, 1980). These theo-
Schultz, 1998. Copyright (2001) Macmillan Magazines Ltd. ries postulate that, in addition to being paired with a
stimulus, a reinforcer must not be predicted in order to
contribute to learning. Only stimuli can be learned which
are associated with reinforcers that are at least to someappear to signal the extent to which the rewarding out-
come deviates from the prediction during learning. The degree unpredicted. Reinforcers occurring better than
predicted induce learning, fully predicted reinforcers doactivations to the reward during initial learning trials are
gradually lost as behavioral performance ameliorates not contribute to learning, and reinforcers that are worse
than predicted, or omitted reinforcers, lead to extinctionand the reward becomes increasingly predicted, whereas
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of learned behavior. This description holds for a large
variety of error-driven learning rules (Sutton and Barto,
1981) and complies with the intuitive concept of learning,
according to which behavior changes as long as some
outcome is different than predicted, whereas behavior
does not change when all outcomes occur exactly as
predicted.
The empirical evidence for the role of prediction errors
in learning is based on the so-called blocking paradigm,
in which a stimulus that is associated with a fully pre-
dicted reinforcer cannot be learned (Kamin, 1969). In
this paradigm, a new stimulus is presented together with
another stimulus that fully predicts the reinforcer. Thus,
the reinforcer is expected and therefore generates a
minimal prediction error, and the behavioral measures
indicate that learning of the new stimulus is blocked.
The blocking effect demonstrates that prediction errors,
rather than simple stimulus-reinforcer pairings, play a
crucial role in learning situations such as animal condi-
tioning (Kamin, 1969), human conditioning (Martin and
Levey, 1991), causal learning (Dickinson, 2001), and arti-
ficial network learning (Sutton and Barto, 1990).
If dopamine neurons were to code a reward prediction
error, their responses should follow the basic assump-
Figure 2. Blocking Paradigm Showing that Learning Depends ontions formalized in the blocking paradigm. We investi- Prediction Error Rather than Stimulus-Reward Pairing Alone
gated how dopamine neurons acquired responses to
Horizontal lines show licking behavior in the task, consecutive trials
conditioned stimuli in relation to prediction errors and being shown from top to bottom in each panel. Stimuli were pre-
found considerable similarity with the acquisition of be- sented on a computer screen in front of the monkey. Three consecu-
tive phases are employed. (Top) During pretraining, a stimulus ishavioral responses (Waelti et al., 2001). Monkeys failed
followed by a drop of liquid reward, but the control stimulus (right)to learn licking reactions to a novel stimulus when a
goes unrewarded. (Middle) During compound learning, a stimulusliquid reward was predicted by a fully trained stimulus
is added to the established, reward-predicting stimulus without
and failed to produce a prediction error (Figure 2). In changing reward delivery (no prediction error). The control stimulus
parallel, dopamine neurons failed to acquire activations is paired with a different stimulus and followed by reward (right)
(positive prediction error). (Bottom) In the learning test, the addedto the novel stimulus (Figure 3). Dopamine neurons also
stimuli are tested in occasional unrewarded trials in semirandomfailed to be activated by the reward during this learning
alternation. The results show that the added stimulus is not learnedtest (Figure 4). In control trials, we added a different
(failed to produce anticipatory licking), as the reward is predicted
novel stimulus to a non-reward-predicting stimulus and by the pretrained stimulus and produces no prediction error, al-
delivered a surprising reward which produced a predic- though the stimulus is paired with the reward (left). By contrast, the
tion error (Figures 2–4). Monkeys learned readily to lick added control stimulus is learned as the reward is not predicted
and produces a prediction error (right). Reprinted by permissionthis novel control stimulus. Dopamine neurons acquired
from Nature (Waelti et al., 2001). Copyright (2001) Macmillan Publish-activations to this stimulus, and they were activated
ers Ltd.
by the reward during the learning phase. These data
suggest that the acquisition of dopamine responses,
like behavioral reactions, is governed by prediction er-
rors, and that both behavioral and neuronal learning is gain associative strength over consecutive trials by be-
correlated with the activations of dopamine neurons by ing repeatedly paired with a primary motivating event,
rewards.
V  (  V).Matching Phasic Dopamine Responses
to a Learning Theory V is current associative strength of the stimulus,  is
The dopamine response reporting an error in the predic- maximum associative strength possibly sustained by
tion of reward can be expressed as the reinforcer,  and  are learning constants. The unit
of quantitative measure is arbitrary and can be derived,
for example, from the intensity of the behavioral re-Dopamine Response  Reward Occurred
sponse or the magnitude of the neuronal response. The
 Reward Predicted. (V) term indicates the degree to which the reinforcer
occurs unpredictably and represents an error in the pre-
This equation resembles the signed prediction error for- diction of reinforcement. It determines the rate of learn-
malized in the Rescorla-Wagner learning rule, which de- ing, as associative strength increases when the error
scribes the acquisition of associations between arbitrary term is positive and the conditioned stimulus does not
stimuli and primary motivating events (reinforcers) in fully predict the reinforcement. When V  , the condi-
classical conditioning paradigms (Rescorla and Wagner, tioned stimulus fully predicts the reinforcer, and V will
not further increase. Thus, learning occurs only when1972; Dickinson, 1980). According to this rule, stimuli
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Figure 4. Behavioral Learning Correlated with Dopamine Response
at the Time of the Reward in the Blocking Paradigm
(Top) After pretraining, absence of reward responses in fully pre-
dicted trials. (Middle) During compound learning, there is no sub-
stantial response to predicted reward when stimulus is added (no
prediction error), but an activation to surprising reward occurs in
control trials in which the added control stimulus produces a surpris-
ing reward (right) (prediction error). (Bottom) Behavioral learning test
Figure 3. Learning of Dopamine Responses to Conditioned Stimuli
reveals blocked learning of added stimulus, but learning of control
in the Blocking Paradigm Depends on Prediction Error Rather than
stimulus (right). Thus behavioral learning occurs only when dopa-
Stimulus-Reward Pairing Alone
mine neurons are activated by reward (right). Reprinted with permis-
(Top) During pretraining, differential activation follows reward-pre- sion from Nature (Waelti et al., 2001). Copyright (2001) Macmillan
dicting stimulus but not unrewarded control stimulus (right). (Middle) Publishers Ltd.
After compound learning, activation to reward-predicting compound
is maintained (no prediction error), and activation to control stimulus
is learned (right) (positive prediction error). (Bottom) Test trials reveal
absent (blocked) neuronal response to the added stimulus but
learned response to the control stimulus. Dots denote neuronal sponse and the error term of a major learning theory
impulses, referenced in time to the stimuli (arrows). Histograms suggests that the dopamine response constitutes an
contain the sums of raster dots. Reprinted with permission from Nature explicit prediction error signal that might be used for
(Waelti et al., 2001). Copyright (2001) Macmillan Publishers Ltd.
modifying synaptic processing. This potential use of
prediction error signals has been explored in temporal
difference (TD) reinforcement models which implement
the Rescorla-Wagner rule and were developed on purelythe reinforcer is not fully predicted by a conditioned
theoretical grounds (Sutton and Barto, 1981). The TDstimulus. The (V) error term becomes negative when
teaching signal resembles the dopamine reward signala predicted reinforcer fails to occur, leading to a loss
in most aspects, and networks using an explicit TDof associative strength of the conditioned stimulus (ex-
teaching signal similar to dopamine neurons learn eventinction). Note that the Rescorla-Wagner rule uses  as
complicated behavioral tasks, such as foraging behaviorthe maximal possible associative strength of the rein-
(Montague et al., 1995), decision making (Montague etforcer, whereas the equation describing the dopamine
al., 1996), sequential movements (Suri and Schultz,response uses the actual occurrence of reward.
The comparison between the phasic dopamine re- 1998), and delayed responding (Suri and Schultz, 1999).
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Figure 5. Neural Structures Sensitive to
Event Predictability and Errors
See text for references.
Neural Coding of Prediction Errors aversive stimuli (Wilson and Rolls, 1990b). Some of these
neurons respond selectively during reversal (Wilson andin Other Systems
The cited research has demonstrated that error-driven Rolls, 1990c) or to unpredicted rewards (Richardson and
DeLong, 1990). However, many cholinergic neurons re-learning advances only when prediction errors occur
and that single dopamine neurons code reward predic- spond to fully predicted rewards in well-established situ-
ations (Richardson and DeLong, 1986, 1990; Mitchell ettion errors in a signed, bidirectional fashion and in com-
pliance with major learning rules. The question arises al., 1987), and their responses to reinforcer omission
have not been tested. Thus it is unclear whether theyas to which extent other neuronal learning systems may
code explicitly prediction errors. Prime suspects are (1) might code prediction errors.
The climbing fiber projection from the inferior olive todivergently projecting, ascending systems, such as the
monoamine and cholinergic systems, which are anatom- Purkinje cells of the cerebellar cortex constitutes proba-
bly the first known candidate for a neuronal predictionically separated from the dopamine systems, (2) classi-
cal error-coding structures, such as the cerebellum, error signal in the brain (Ito, 1989; Kawato and Gomi,
1992; Llinas and Welsh, 1993; Houk et al., 1996; Kim etwhich has virtually no connection with the dopamine
systems, and (3) other systems with known plasticity, al., 1998). A climbing fiber, error-driven teaching signal
may influence heterosynaptic plasticity by modifying thesuch as the striatum and various cortical areas, which
are to a good extent postsynaptic to dopamine neurons. efficacy of the parallel fiber—Purkinje cell synapses
(Marr, 1969). The prediction error carried by climbingIt should be emphasized that the term “prediction error”
is a formalism that refers only to the discrepancy be- fibers may concern, separately, movements and aver-
sive events. Errors in motor performance lead to antween the outcome and its prediction and does not indi-
cate whether the prediction concerns rewards, stimuli, increase in climbing fiber activity. The error signal oc-
curs when movements adapt to changes in load or vi-or movements. The following paragraphs evaluate can-
didate systems in terms of both formalism and content suo-motor gain and reflects magnitudes of errors in vi-
sual reaching (Gilbert and Thach, 1977; Ojakangas andof prediction errors (Figure 5).
Norepinephrine neurons in locus coeruleus show bi- Ebner, 1992; Kitazawa et al., 1998). The aversive predic-
tion error may involve inhibitory connections from nu-phasic activating-depressant responses following a
wide range of events which elicit attentional orienting cleus interpositus to the inferior olive and the climbing
fiber projection to the cerebellar cortex. Climbing fibersreactions. These events include visual, auditory, and
somatosensory stimuli (Foote et al., 1980; Aston-Jones are activated by unpredicted aversive events, do not
respond to fully predicted aversive events, and are de-and Bloom, 1981; Rasmussen et al., 1986), food objects
and liquids delivered outside of behavioral tasks (Foote pressed during extinction, thus complying with a bidi-
rectional error signal according to the formalism of theet al., 1980; Vankov et al., 1995), conditioned rewarding,
or aversive stimuli (Rasmussen et al., 1986; Sara and Rescorla-Wagner rule (Thompson and Gluck, 1991; Kim
et al., 1998; Medina et al., 2002). Inactivation of theSegal, 1991; Aston-Jones et al., 1994), and infrequent
visual stimuli (Aston-Jones et al., 1994). The responses interpositus-inferior olive projection by lesions or GABA
antagonist modifies the climbing fiber response andare transient and occur only for a few trials until behavioral
situations become stable. They may reflect changes in leads to deficits in learning and produces unblocking
(Sears and Steinmetz, 1991; Thompson and Gluck, 1991;stimulus occurrence or meaning during learning, rever-
sal, and extinction (Sara and Segal, 1991; Aston-Jones Kim et al., 1998).
The striatum (caudate nucleus, putamen, ventral stria-et al., 1997). Thus norepinephrine neurons are driven
primarily by the arousing and attention-grabbing com- tum) is composed of slowly firing, medium size spiny
neurons, which represent about 95% of the striatal neu-ponents of large varieties of stimuli. The responses are
undoubtedly related to event unpredictability, but they ronal population, and tonically active interneurons
(TANs). TANs respond to primary rewards and condi-probably do not code a full prediction error.
Cholinergic neurons of the nucleus basalis Meynert in tioned stimuli, sometimes depending on event unpre-
dictability (Apicella et al., 1997; Sardo et al., 2000).the basal forebrain are phasically activated by unfamiliar
stimuli (Wilson and Rolls, 1990a), and by rewarding and Slowly firing striatal neurons respond to primary rewards
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with activations which depend occasionally on reward induce impairments (Murphy et al., 1996; Elliott et al.,
1997). Dopamine concentration is regulated locallyunpredictability, but negative prediction errors were not
tested (O.K. Hassani, H.C. Cromwell, and W.S., unpub- within a narrow range by synaptic overflow, extrasynap-
tic release, reuptake transport, negative feedback con-lished data).
The prefrontal cortex shows a considerable spectrum trol on synthesis, and release via autoreceptors, and
presynaptic influences of other neurotransmitters (Chess-of error coding in humans and animals. Changes in blood
flow and brain activity occur in the anterior cingulate, elet, 1984). Apparently, the tonic stimulation of dopa-
mine receptors should be neither too low nor too highdorsolateral prefrontal, and orbitofrontal parts when
agents make behavioral errors or receive instructions to assure an optimal function of a dopamine-sensitive
brain region. These results argue strongly in favor of athat differ from predictions (Gemba et al., 1986; Fal-
kenstein et al., 1991; Berns et al., 1997; Nobre et al., role of the ambient, sustained dopamine concentration
and receptor stimulation in a large number of behavioral1999; Fletcher et al., 2001). Some neurons in the dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex are particularly activated when situations.
Many pharmacologically and lesion-induced deficitsmonkeys make errors in their behavioral reactions or
when reward occurs differently than predicted (Niki and are considerably ameliorated by systemic dopamine
precursor or receptor agonist drug therapy. However,Watanabe, 1979; Watanabe, 1989). Some orbitofrontal
neurons are activated when rewards occur unpredict- some deficits are not fully restored, such as discrimina-
tion deficits (Ahlenius, 1974) and learning, appetitive,ably (Tremblay and Schultz, 2000) or when reward is
omitted with incorrect behavior or during reversal (Ro- and reward deficits (Canavan et al., 1989; Linden et al.,
1990; Vriezen and Moscovitch, 1990; Sprengelmeyer etsenkilde et al., 1981; Thorpe et al., 1983). Some frontal
eye field neurons are sensitive to the difference between al., 1995; Knowlton et al., 1996). Dopamine agonist treat-
ment cannot in any simple manner restitute phasic infor-current and future eye positions (Umeno and Goldberg,
1997). mation transmitted by neuronal impulses, and the defi-
cits remaining after dopamine replacement therapy
point to a role of phasic, impulse-related functions. OnDifferent Dopamine Functions with Different
the other hand, the recovery of many deficits by dopa-Time Courses
mine agonist therapy suggests that ambient dopamineBefore discussing the potential functions of the phasic
receptor stimulation has a decisive influence on post-dopamine signal, we should relate the reward function
synaptic neurons which is largely independent of phasicto other functions of dopamine systems assessed in
changes of dopamine impulse activity.various clinical and experimental situations. Much origi-
The separation of dopamine functions into phasic andnal knowledge of the functions of the dopamine systems
tonic aspects may be too simplistic, and the availablehas been derived from pathological or experimental al-
data suggest that at least a third intermediate compo-terations of dopamine neurotransmission by lesions and
nent should be considered. Studies of dopamine releaseadministration of receptor antagonists.
with voltammetry and microdialysis revealed a numberDegeneration of the nigrostriatal dopamine system
of behavioral relationships with timescales of minutes,in Parkinson’s disease leads to deficits in movement
including the processing of reward, feeding, drinking,(akinesia, tremor, rigidity), cognition (attention, brady-
punishment, stress, and social behavior (Louilot et al.,phrenia, planning, learning), and motivation (reduced
1986; Abercrombie et al., 1989; Young et al., 1992).emotional responses, depression). Similar deficits are
Whereas the phasic reward responses of dopamineinduced by experimental lesions of the nigrostriatal do-
neurons play a rather focused role in behavior, the defi-pamine system or blockade of striatal dopamine recep-
cits arising from reductions in the sustained stimulationtors by neuroleptics (Poirier, 1960; Burns et al., 1983).
of dopamine receptors show a rather wide involvementExperimental impairments of dopamine neurotransmis-
in behavioral processes. These deficits are not explainedsion in the nucleus accumbens lead to motivational defi-
by reductions in reward function. It thus appears thatcits in approach behavior, reward-directed learning, and
dopamine acts at several different timescales, from fastattentional responses (Fibiger and Phillips, 1986; Wise
impulse responses related to reward processing viaand Hoffman, 1992; Robinson and Berridge, 1993; Rob-
slower fluctuations resembling a local hormone in abins and Everitt, 1996). Reduced dopamine receptor
wider range of behavioral processes to the tonic func-stimulation following lesions of dopamine afferents and
tion of enabling postsynaptic neuronal systems (Figurelocal administration of dopamine antagonists in prefron-
6). These considerations suggest that dopamine is in-tal cortex lead to impairments in behavioral performance
volved in a range of functions dependent on the rate at(Brozoski et al., 1979; Simon et al., 1980) and sustained
which its concentrations fluctuate.neuronal activity in spatial delayed response tasks (Sa-
waguchi and Goldman-Rakic, 1991).
These alterations modify both tonic and phasic as- Influence on Postsynaptic Structures
Global Reinforcement Signalpects of dopamine neurotransmission. Dopamine exerts
a tonic influence through its sustained, low extracellular The function of the dopamine reward prediction error
signal depends not only on the characteristics of theconcentration in the striatum (5–10 nM) and other dopa-
mine-innervated areas. Dopamine in these concentra- dopamine signal itself but also on the influence of this
signal on postsynaptic structures. The midbrain dopa-tions stimulates tonically the extrasynaptic, mostly
D2-type dopamine receptors in their high affinity state mine systems consist of relatively small numbers of neu-
rons which project in a divergent and widespread man-(Richfield et al., 1989). Interestingly, increases of pre-
frontal dopamine turnover, rather than decreases, also ner to much larger numbers of postsynaptic neurons in
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Figure 6. Different Temporal Operating
Modes for Different Dopamine Functions
the striatum, including the ventral striatum with nucleus would be sufficient to transiently activate D1 receptors
in their low affinity state (Richfield et al., 1989). Similaraccumbens, the frontal cortex, and a few other struc-
tures. There are about 80,000–116,000 dopamine neu- effects occur probably in the cortex, concentrations
would be slightly lower and less homogeneous withrons in each substantia nigra in macaque monkeys (Ger-
man et al., 1988; Percheron et al., 1989). Each macaque fewer varicosities. Total increases of extracellular dopa-
mine in the striatum last 200 ms after a single impulsestriatum contains about 31 million neurons, resulting
in a nigrostriatal divergence factor of 250–400. Each and 500–600 ms after multiple impulses of 20–100 ms
intervals during 100–200 ms (Chergui et al., 1994; Dugastdopamine axon ramifies abundantly in a limited terminal
area in the striatum and, in the rat, has about 500,000 et al., 1994). Concentrations are homogeneous during
most of this period within a sphere of 4 	m diameteraxonal varicosities from which dopamine is released
(Ande´n et al., 1966). The dopamine innervation reaches (Gonon, 1997), which is the average distance between
varicosities (Doucet et al., 1986; Groves et al., 1995). Thenearly every neuron in the striatum through the moder-
ately topographic nigrostriatal projection (Groves et al., extrasynaptic dopamine reuptake transporter restricts
maximal diffusion to 12 	m and subsequently brings1995; Lynd-Balta and Haber, 1994) and a considerable
proportion of neurons in superficial and deep layers of concentrations back to their baseline of 5–10 nM (Her-
rera-Marschitz et al., 1996). Thus, synaptically releasedfrontal cortex (Berger et al., 1988; Williams and Gold-
man-Rakic, 1993). In the striatum, every medium-sized dopamine diffuses rapidly into the immediate juxtasyn-
aptic area and reaches short peaks of regionally homog-spiny neuron receives at its dendritic spines an average
of 1,000 dopaminergic synapses and about 5,000– enous extracellular concentrations.
Some of the other neural systems carrying prediction10,000 cortical synapses. The dopamine varicosities of-
ten contact the same dendritic spines that are also con- errors may exert their influences in a similarly global,
divergent way, such as the norepinephrine neurons oftacted by cortical inputs (Freund et al., 1984; Smith et
al., 1994). A similar dendritic convergence between do- locus ceruleus and the cholinergic neurons of the basal
forebrain carrying potential attentional prediction errors.pamine and other afferents, including those originating
from the hippocampus, is known for cortical pyramidal By contrast, most of the other mentioned error-coding
systems show selective relationships to particular physi-cells (Goldman-Rakic et al., 1989; Carr and Sesack,
1996). Thus, the rather homogeneous dopamine re- cal aspects of stimuli or parameters of movements and
may send their prediction error in an anatomically spe-sponse, which advances as a simultaneous, parallel
wave of activity, is broadcast as a kind of global rein- cific manner to selected, distributed groups of postsyn-
aptic neurons. This would particularly hold for the cere-forcement signal along divergent anatomical projections
to the much larger populations of neurons in the striatum bellar climbing fibers and the different areas of frontal
cortex.and frontal cortex (Figure 7, left).
The phasic dopamine reward activation involves Selectivity of Influence on Postsynaptic Neurons
The question arises how a global reinforcement signal70%–80% of dopamine neurons responding with laten-
cies of 50–100 ms and durations of 200 ms. The im- can have selective action on specific postsynaptic neu-
rons. The potential action of the dopamine predictionpulse response would lead to increases of extracellular
dopamine concentrations in the striatum for 200–400 error signal may be illustrated with an anatomically
based model of synaptic inputs to medium-sized striatalms, rising from a baseline of 5–10 nM to peaks of 150–
400 nM (see Schultz, 1998, based on data by Chergui spiny neurons (Freund et al., 1984; Goldman-Rakic et
al., 1989; Smith et al., 1994) (Figure 7, right). Corticalet al., 1994; Dugast et al., 1994). These concentrations
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Figure 7. Potential Influences of Phasic Dopamine Reward Signal on Postsynaptic Structures, Based on Known Morphology
(Left) The rather homogeneous population response of impulses of dopamine neurons to reward-related stimuli and its progression from the
substantia nigra to the striatum can be schematically displayed as a wave of activity. A similar activity from the dorsomedial substantia nigra
and adjoining group A10 to the frontal cortex is omitted for reasons of simplicity. (Right) Synaptic arrangement of inputs from cortex and
dopamine neurons to medium size spiny striatal neurons. The dendritic spines are contacted at their tips by cortical axons and at their stems
by a dopamine axon. In this example, cortical neurons A and B converge at the tip of dendritic spines of a single striatal neuron I. The efficacy
of these connections is modifiable by increased use, e.g., by short-term dopamine-mediated enhancement or by long-term posttetanic
potentiation. The modification occurs only when dopamine input X, coming indiscriminately to the stems of the same dendritic spines, is
active at about the same time as the cortical input, or following it to be consistent with a reinforcement signal. In the present example, cortical
input A, but not B, is active simultaneously with, or a few seconds earlier than, dopamine neuron X when a reward-related event occurs. In
the case of the dopamine input arriving after the cortical input, the synapses activated by input A should be marked for later modification
(eligibility trace). The mechanism leads to a modification of the A→ I transmission, but leaves the B→ I transmission unaltered. Anatomical
data from Freund et al. (1984), drawing modified from Smith and Bolam (1990).
inputs from different origins contact different dendritic the heterosynaptic influence of the dopamine signal on
postsynaptic structures would derive its selectivity fromspines of striatal or cortical neurons. The same spines
are also unselectively contacted by a common dopa- coincidence with activity in the cortical inputs to the
same postsynaptic spines.mine input. Let us assume that activity on the dopamine
input signals the occurrence of a reward prediction error In the model outlined, any signal occurring on dopa-
mine axons would lead to heterosynaptic influences,in the environment. At the same time, a cortical input is
active that codes a specific aspect of the same reward- irrespective of origin and content. Our research indi-
cates that the natural signal during behavior reflectsrelated event, such as its sensory modality, body side,
color, texture, or position, or a specific parameter of a primarily a reward prediction error, and the induced
changes at postsynaptic sites would be related to re-movement. By contrast, other cortical inputs related to
events that do not occur at this moment are inactive. wards. However, any activity on the “labeled line” of
dopamine axons induced by other means, for exampleThe occurrence of the positive or negative dopamine
prediction error signal would lead to a global, spatially by electrical currents in self-stimulation or other experi-
ments, or by drugs acting on dopamine phasic concen-unselective increase or reduction of dopamine release
at most varicosities. However, only those synapses that trations, may produce comparable heterosynaptic influ-
ences at postsynaptic spines of striatal neurons.are activated by cortical inputs at the same postsynaptic
spines would be influenced by the dopamine signal, The nature of the influence of the dopamine signal
on postsynaptic structures is entriely dependent on thewhereas synapses not activated by coincident cortical
inputs would remain unchanged. Synaptic transmission influence of dopamine on the membranes of the neurons
innervated by the dopamine axonal varicosities. Recentwould change every time an error signal occurs. By
contrast, synapses would not undergo further changes research has shown various effects of dopamine on
postsynaptic membranes in a number of in vitro and inwhen the behavioral outcome is fully predicted and no
neuronal error signal occurs. A directional error signal, vivo settings that may contribute to mechanisms for
reward-directed approach behavior and learning sus-such as is exhibited by dopamine neurons, supports
not only increments in synaptic transmission under the tained by a phasic dopamine signal. Dopamine has im-
mediate effects on signal processing in postsynapticinfluence of a positive error signal but may also mediate
decrements when a negative error signal occurs in the neurons, irrespective of longer lasting changes in synap-
tic transmission. The immediate effects may be com-form of a depression of the baseline rate of activity. Thus
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tain simultaneously active inputs to striatal neurons over
less active inputs. With competing synaptic inputs, neu-
ronal activities occurring simultaneously with the dopa-
mine signal would be processed with higher priority, as
certain inputs would be selected over others depending
on their temporal coincidence with the error signal
(Schultz, 1998). As a consequence, the dopamine signal
could produce a rapid switch of attentional and behav-
ioral processing to reward-predicting, error-generating
external events (Redgrave et al., 1999). Behaviorally, the
agent would show an orienting and approach response
toward the error-generating event, and the attention in-
duced by the reward prediction error could increase the
Figure 8. Dopamine D1 Receptor Agonist Enhances Slow Depolar- associability of the stimulus. Taken together, the global
ization in Medium Size Spiny Neuron in Striatum error message of dopamine neurons could be used for
Subthreshold depolarization is induced in vitro by intracellular cur- dynamically and instantaneously selecting which exter-
rent injection (calibration of 2 nA), D1 agonist is applied to bath
nal stimuli and behavioral reactions are processedsolution (1 	M SKF 81297). The D1 receptor antagonist SCH 23390
within the limited channel capacity of neuronal trans-prevents the enhancement (not shown). The D2 receptor agonist
mission.quinpirole (5 	M) does not produce the enhancement (data not
shown). Reprinted from Hernandez-Lopez et al., 1997. Copyright Immediate Dopamine Effect Coupled
(1997) Society for Neuroscience. with Upstream or Downstream Plasticity
The enhancing and focusing effect of dopamine may be
combined with neuronal plasticity to provide a mecha-bined with long-term changes in the dopamine neurons
nism for reward-driven learning, irrespective of a directthemselves or in neurons further downstream. Studies
influence of dopamine on postsynaptic plasticity. Ac-have found also that dopamine enables or produces
cording to one mechanism, the immediate influence oflong-term depression and long-term potentiation in im-
the dopamine prediction error signal may benefit frommediate postsynaptic neurons. The different possibili-
the demonstrated plasticity of the response of the dopa-ties will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
mine neurons themselves. The response shift duringImmediate Effects of Dopamine Signal
learning from the primary reward to the stimulus pre-In the striatum, dopamine enhances cortically evoked
dicting the reward produces a reward-predicting signal.excitations in postsynaptic neurons while reducing
Behavioral reactions would benefit from advance infor-spontaneous excitation and increasing hyperpolarized
mation provided by reward-predicting stimuli and be-membrane down states, mainly via D1 receptors (Ce-
come more frequent, rapid, and precise. For example,peda et al., 1993; Hernandez-Lopez et al., 1997; Ding
the learning of lever pressing is facilitated by pairingand Perkel, 2002) (Figure 8). In the cortex, D1 activation
the behavioral reaction with a previously conditioned
increases the efficacy of local inputs (Yang and Seaman,
stimulus (Lovibond, 1983). Thus the transfer of response
1996). These effects of dopamine increases the signal-
to conditioned reinforcers may constitute a mechanism
to-noise ratio of active inputs to striatal and cortical
for behavioral learning even in the absence of dopamine-
neurons. mediated synaptic plasticity in target areas. In this case,
At the systems level, dopamine exerts a focusing ef- only the shift to predictive coding would occur during
fect whereby only the strongest inputs pass through learning, and the advance information provided by this
the striatum to external and internal pallidum, whereas earlier signal would have a focusing effect in the striatum
weaker activity is lost (Brown and Arbuthnott, 1983; Yim and cortex and enhance neurotransmission at the time
and Mogenson, 1982; Toan and Schultz, 1985; Filion et of the prediction signal.
al., 1988). In this model, dopamine globally reduces all According to another mechanism, the immediate fo-
cortical influences. Only the strongest inputs pass to cusing and enhancing effect of the dopamine signal
striatal neurons, whereas other, weaker inputs become may lead to Hebbian type plasticity at synapses further
ineffective. This function benefits from a nonlinear, con- downstream of the dopamine terminals in the striatum
trast-enhancing mechanism, such as the threshold for and cortex. Long-term potentiation has been described
generating action potentials. A comparable enhance- for excitatory synapses in the prefrontal cortex (Hirsch
ment of strongest inputs would occur in neurons that and Crepel, 1990) and may operate also further down-
are predominantly excited by dopamine. In a similar stream of dopamine influences. The synaptic effects
contrast-enhancing manner, signals from norepineph- of striatal neurons and the subsequent basal ganglia
rine neurons are known to increase the signal-to-noise neurons are mostly inhibitory, but synaptic plasticity at
ratio of responses in cerebellar Purkinje cells (Freedman inhibitory synapses have only been described rarely.
et al., 1977) and potentiate excitatory and inhibitory influ- Nevertheless, an enhancement followed by downstream
ences in cerebral cortex (Waterhouse and Woodward, long-term potentiation could be a way in which the do-
1980; Sessler et al., 1995). pamine error message could contribute to learning even
Through the enhancing and focusing effect, the dopa- without mediating synaptic plasticity directly.
mine signal may serve as an immediate instruction, bias- Plasticity Effect of Dopamine Signal
ing, gating, or enabling signal, and modify the ways in The direct influences of the dopamine prediction error
which other, coincident inputs influence the postsynap- signal may not only concern immediate membrane reac-
tions but could also lead to synaptic changes in immediatetic neurons. This function could select or prioritize cer-
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postsynaptic neurons which may provide a mechanism In testing these possibilities, electrical stimulation of
the substantia nigra at positions supporting intracranialfor reward-driven learning. Dopamine neurotransmis-
sion may play a role in postsynaptic plasticity in at least self-stimulation transforms corticostriatal depression
into potentiation, presumably via activation of axons oftwo ways. First, dopamine may have a permissive effect
allowing synaptic plasticity to take place. This effect dopamine neurons (Reynolds et al., 2001) (Figure 9B).
The induction of potentiation is correlated with thecan be investigated by modifying the tonic stimulation
of dopamine receptors. Second, phasic increases of speed of self-stimulation learning in the same animals
and blocked with D1 receptor antagonist. The applica-dopamine activity could induce synaptic plasticity as a
kind of teaching signal. tion of short pulses of dopamine (5–20 ms) together
with depolarization of the postsynaptic striatal neuronRecent experiments demonstrate that dopamine ago-
nists augment synaptic plasticity, and dopamine-depleting induces similar corticostriatal potentiation (Wickens
et al., 1996), and phasic application of dopamine inlesions or dopamine receptor antagonists disrupt plas-
ticity in the striatum and cortex. Several manipulations the prefrontal cortex facilitates long-term potentiation
(Blond et al., 2002). In the auditory cortex, acoustic stim-impair long-lasting posttetanic depression in the stria-
tum and cortex, such as lesions of the nigrostriatal dopa- ulation with a specific frequency selectively enlarges
receptive fields when the stimulation is immediately fol-mine system, application of D1 or D2 dopamine receptor
antagonists, and knockout of D2 receptors (Calabresi lowed by electrical stimulation in the area of dopamine
neurons in the ventral tegmental area (Bao et al., 2001)et al., 1992, 1997; Otani et al., 1998). Application of
dopamine restores the posttetanic depression. Dopa- (Figure 9C). The effect is blocked by D1 and D2 antago-
nists and does not occur when the electrical stimulationmine D1 receptor antagonists impair the induction of
long-term potentiation induced by tetanic corticostriatal is applied before the sound (no backward conditioning).
Although the electrical stimulation does not necessarilystimulation, whereas blockade of D2 receptors has no
effect (Kerr and Wickens, 2001). Lesions of the nigrostri- reflect a behavioral situation in which reward occurs,
the results demonstrate that activity on the “labeled line”atal dopamine system impair posttetanic potentiation in
the striatum, and dopamine application restores the po- of dopamine axons may induce long-lasting changes in
synaptic transmission. In Aplysia, contingent, but nottentiation (Kerr and Wickens, 2001). Dopamine lesions and
receptor antagonists impair striatal synaptic plasticity also unpaired, brief iontophoretic puffs of dopamine induce
operant conditioning in an in vitro cellular modelduring development (Tang et al., 2001). In the prefrontal
cortex, lesions of the mesocortical dopamine projection (Brembs et al., 2002). Taken together, these data sug-
gest that the phasic activation of dopamine neuronsand D1 receptor antagonist administration impair long-
term potentiation at hippocampal-prefrontal synapses, may induce long-term synaptic changes. Some of the
effects depend on the exact timing of the dopaminewhereas D1 receptor agonist administration or adenylyl
cyclase activation enhance the potentiation (Gurden et activation relative to the event to be conditioned, in
analogy to behavioral learning, and are thus compatibleal., 1999, 2000) (Figure 9A). In the hippocampus, D1
dopamine receptor agonist administration enhances with the notion of dopamine responses acting as a neu-
rochemical reinforcement or teaching signal.long-term potentiation and reduces depotentiation (Ot-
makhova and Lisman, 1996, 1998). In the amygdala, The action of a teaching signal can be formalized by
applying the Rescorla-Wagner learning rule to changesthe dopamine receptor antagonist haloperidol reduces
enhanced postsynaptic responses following aversive in synaptic weight (Sutton and Barto, 1981). A dopamine
teaching signal could modify the weights of corticostria-Pavlovian conditioning (Rosenkranz and Grace, 2002). In
Aplysia, a dopamine receptor antagonist blocks operant tal or corticocortical synapses according to the three
factor Hebbian learning rule 
   r i o, with 
 asconditioning of a motor pattern, in doses below those
reducing synaptic transmission (Nargeot et al., 1999). synaptic weight,  as learning constant, and the three
factors r (dopamine prediction error signal), i (presynap-These data suggest that dopamine neurotransmission
influences the expression of changes in postsynaptic tic input activation), and o (activation of postsynaptic
striatal neuron). The dopamine error signal would modifyplasticity or may even induce such changes. This func-
tion may reflect a permissive, enabling effect of dopa- neuronal transmission at synapses with Hebbian type
plasticity based on coincident pre- and postsynapticmine receptor stimulation induced by the tonic extracel-
lular concentration of dopamine, or it may be due to activity (Figure 7, right).
The full use of a dopamine teaching signal may involvedopamine being released phasically by impulses of do-
pamine neurons or via presynaptic interactions. the response transfer from the primary reward to the
reward-predicting stimulus. The biological mechanismsRecent experiments have electrically stimulated the
ascending dopamine neurons with single shocks and for the backward shift in time are unknown and can be
modeled with eligibility traces (Suri and Schultz, 1999).thus induced impulses which mimic the dopamine re-
sponse to unpredicted rewards. Some of these studies Subsequently, the dopamine signal from the reward-
predicting stimulus may serve as teaching signal. Thehave followed the basic notions of behavioral reinforce-
ment learning according to which the unconditioned response transfer may mediate the phenomenon of con-
ditioned reinforcement, as predictors of primary rein-stimulus (US) should follow, rather than precede, the
conditioned stimulus (CS) in order to be an effective forcers acquire reinforcing properties themselves. Syn-
aptic weights would be selectively modified on the basisreinforcer. If the dopamine response were to act as a
teaching signal in reinforcement learning and constitute of stimulus- and behavior-related activity coincident
with the occurrence of the reward-predicting stimulusa neuronal US, it should effectively occur a few seconds
after the event to be conditioned, rather than before the and compatible with the three factor learning rule (
 
 r i o), in the same manner as with a dopamine signalevent (no backward conditioning).
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Figure 9. Plasticity Induced by Dopamine
Activity
(A) Dopamine D1 receptor agonist enhances
hippocampal-prefrontal long-term potentia-
tion in vitro. Tetanic stimulation is indicated
by arrowheads. The D1 agonist SKF 81297 is
applied to the bath solution and produces the
effect at 0.1 and 1.0 mM (left). The D1 receptor
antagonist SCH 23390 prevents the long-
term potentiation at 2.0 and 5.0 mM (right).
The D2 receptor antagonist sulpiride (5 and
10 mM) does not prevent the long-term po-
tentiation (data not shown). ACSF, artificial
cerebro spinal fluid. Reprinted from Gurden et
al., 2000. Copyright (2000) Society for Neurosci-
ence. (B) Electrical stimulation in rat substantia
nigra induces potentiation of corticostriatal
synaptic transmission in vivo. Stimulation is
performed through implanted electrodes at
positions and with parameters that support
intracranial self-stimulation in the same ani-
mals before recordings (arrows). The degree
of potentiation is correlated with training time
for self-stimulation behavior across animals
(one electrode per animal). Corticostriatal ac-
tivation is provided by spontaneous impulse
activity. The striatal neuron under study is
depolarized by current injections, together
with nigral stimulation, to levels inducing ac-
tion potentials. The potentiation following
electrical stimulation is blocked by the D1
receptor antagonist SCH 23390. PSP, post-
synaptic potential. Reprinted with permission
from Nature (Reynolds et al., 2001). Copyright
(2001) Macmillan Publishers Ltd. (C) Electrical
stimulation in rat ventral tegmental area (VTA)
increases cortical auditory receptive fields of
frequencies of immediately preceding sounds
(9 kHz). The effect is blocked by D1 and D2
antagonists and does not occur with electri-
cal stimulation applied before the sound (no
backward conditioning). Reprinted with per-
mission from Nature (Bao et al., 2001). Copy-
right (2001) Macmillan Publishers Ltd.
elicited by primary reward. Modeling studies demon- and Ekerot, 2002). The effects of norepinephrine neu-
rons are also thought to comply with a three factorstrate that conditioned reinforcement signals are more
efficient for acquiring chains or sequences of predictive learning rule, by inducing or facilitating the induction of
long-term depression and potentiation in the hippocam-stimuli than signals from primary reinforcers occurring
only after the behavioral reaction. The progressively ear- pus (Dahl and Sarvey, 1989; Katsuki et al., 1997).
lier anticipation of the primary reward allows to assign
the credit for reward more easily (Sutton and Barto, Use of Rewards for Directing Behavior
The Dopamine Reward Alert Signal1981; Friston et al., 1994; Suri and Schultz, 1998).
Plasticity based on three factor learning rules may The main characteristics of the dopamine response may
provide indications about its potential function in behav-also play a role with cerebellar climbing fibers which
influence the efficacy of parallel fiber synapses on Pur- ior. The response transmits a reward prediction error,
has a rather short latency, fails to discriminate betweenkinje cells during motor and aversive learning (Eccles
et al., 1967; Marr, 1969; Ito, 1989; Kawato and Gomi, different rewards, and is broadcast as a global, diverging
signal to postsynaptic neurons in the striatum and fron-1992). Synchronous coactivation of parallel and climb-
ing fiber inputs leads to synaptic plasticity in the form tal cortex where it may have focusing, excitation-
enhancing, and plasticity-inducing effects. The rewardof long-term depression at parallel fiber—Purkinje cell
synapses, which otherwise undergo a mild, baseline prediction error signal indicates the appetitive value of
environmental events relative to prediction but does notlong-term potentiation through the tonically active paral-
lel fiber input alone or the asynchronous activation of the discriminate between different foods, liquids, and re-
ward-predicting stimuli, nor between visual, auditory,two input systems (Sakurai, 1987; Linden and Connor,
1993). In analogy, receptive fields of cerebellar neurons and somatosensory modalities. The short latency of the
response assures an early information about the surpris-can be increased or decreased depending on the degree
of coactivation of parallel and climbing fibers (Jo¨rntell ing occurrence or omission of a rewarding event, but
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the trade-off is a lack of time for more differentiated Reward Discrimination
Often more than one reward occurs in natural settings,evaluation of the specific nature of the particular re-
and agents need to select among different alternatives.warding event. Thus, the dopamine signal may consti-
As the full detection and discrimination of rewards liestute an alert message about a reward prediction error
beyond the bottom-up, error-reporting capacity of do-without detailed information about the nature of the
pamine neurons, additonal reward processing mecha-reward.
nisms are necessary to employ the full potential of re-The dopamine response may constitute a bottom-up
wards for approach behavior and learning. Neurons insignal that rapidly informs postsynaptic structures about
a number of brain structures discriminate between dif-surprising rewards, or reward omissions, but the signal
ferent food and liquid rewards, such as the dorsal andneeds to be supplemented by additional information
ventral striatum, orbitofrontal cortex, and amygdala.to be useful for a full appreciation of the reward. The
These structures show transient responses followingadvantage for behavior provided by such a reward alert
the presentation of rewards and reward-predicting cuessignal may consist in allowing rapid behavioral reactions
(Thorpe et al., 1983; Nishijo et al., 1988; Bowman ettoward rewarding events, whereas the exact nature of
al., 1996; Hassani et al., 2001). Orbitofrontal neuronsthe rewards would be evaluated by slower systems dur-
discriminate between rewards but not between the spa-ing the approach behavior to the reward. The dopamine
tial positions or visual aspects of reward-predicting vi-response to reward-predicting stimuli would increase
sual cues (Tremblay and Schultz, 1999). Some orbito-the temporal advantage further, as behavioral reactions
frontal neurons respond selectively to the taste of fat
can be initiated even before the reward itself becomes
(Rolls et al., 1999). The selectivity of reward-discriminat-
available. The evolutionary advantage of such a rapid, ing orbitofrontal neurons can change when the agent is
bottom-up, reward-detecting system becomes appar- satiated on specific foods, demonstrating a relationship
ent in situations in which the speed of approach behav- to the motivational value of the food objects rather than
ior determines the competition for limited food and liquid their physical appearance (Critchley and Rolls, 1996).
resources. Some orbitofrontal neurons discriminate reward on
Despite the limited reward information provided by the basis of relative preferences for the different rewards
dopamine responses, their use for approach behavior rather than physical properties. As an example, a reward
and learning could be substantial, as shown by the re- that is more preferred than another reward may elicit
cently developed temporal difference reinforcement a stronger neuronal response than the less preferred
models using dopamine-like teaching signals and archi- reward. However, the initially more preferred reward
tectures similar to the diverging dopamine projections may not produce a response when an even more pre-
(Sutton and Barto, 1981; Montague et al., 1996). Without ferred reward becomes available, which then draws the
additional explicit reward information, such reinforce- response (Tremblay and Schultz, 1999). These orbito-
ment models replicate foraging behavior of honeybees frontal neurons may subserve the perception of rewards
(Montague et al., 1995), simulate human decision mak- and produce signals for executive structures involved
ing (Montague et al., 1996), learn spatial delayed re- in selecting rewards according to their values. These
sponse tasks typical for frontal cognitive functions (Suri neuronal mechanisms may underlie the well-known re-
ward contrast effects (Flaherty, 1996) and relate to theand Schultz, 1999), balance a pole on a cart wheel (Barto
more general way of coding information in the brainet al., 1983), learn to play world class backgammon
relative to other available information.(Tesauro, 1994), move robots about two-dimensional
Although the properties of the dopamine responsespace and avoid obstacles (Fagg, 1993), insert pegs into
comply well with theoretical notions about learning sys-holes (Gullapalli et al., 1994), and learn a number of
tems, neurons in the other reward systems, with theirsimple behavioral reactions, such as eye movements
selective relationships to specific aspects of rewards,(Friston et al., 1994), sequential movements (Suri and
are likely to have also the capacity for synaptic plasticity.Schultz, 1998), and orienting reactions (Contreras-Vidal
Neuronal transmission in the frontal cortex and striatumand Schultz, 1999). Although some of these tasks occur
may undergo long-term potentiation and depressionin reduced experimental situations and comprise rather
(Hirsch and Crepel, 1990; Calabresi et al., 1992), andbasic behavioral reactions without much event discrimi-
this mechanism probably also holds for the reward-pro-nation, the results demonstrate the computational
cessing neurons in these structures. Moreover, some
power of simple bottom-up reward systems in a range
neurons in these structures are sensitive to event unpre-
of behavioral tasks. All of the mentioned reinforcement dictability (see above) and may thus provide teaching
models use the reward message as a straightforward signals for other neurons. Due to different anatomic ar-
teaching signal that directly influences modifiable syn- chitectures, these projections would not exert the
apses in executive structures. However, the learning global, divergent influences of dopamine neurons but
mechanisms could involve a two stage process in which affect rather selected groups of neurons in a more spe-
the dopamine reward message would first focus neu- cific and selective manner. The different learning sys-
ronal processing onto the events surrounding and lead- tems would contribute different aspects to the acquisi-
ing to the reward, and the actual learning and plasticity tion of reward-directed behavior, although some overlap
mechanisms occur downstream from the incoming and may occur. A dysfunction of dopamine neurons would
enhanced reward message. Although neuronal plasticity lead to a deficient prediction error and result in slower
downstream of dopamine neurons has rarely been in- and less efficient learning, whereas dysfunctions of the
vestigated, it might be interesting to test the utility of other reward systems may produce deficits in learning
to select appropriate rewards.such more differentiated learning models.
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Rewards as Explicit Goals of Behavior sively restricted to rewarded trials as animals learn the
significance of the instructions (Tremblay et al., 1998;Besides properly identifying the available rewards,
agents would benefit from anticipating rewards, evalu- Tremblay and Schultz, 2000). Similar learning-related
activity changes occur also during the preparation ofate the prospective gains and losses associated with
each reward, make decisions about which reward to the movement leading to the reward (Figure 10, bottom),
as well as during its execution. Thus the reward expecta-pursue, and initiatie and control approach and consum-
matory behavior. A simple neuronal mechanism for re- tion activity is not directly evoked by the explicit reward
prediction of a novel instruction cue, which has not yetward prediction may consist of phasic responses to
reward-predicting cues which have been associated been established as a reward predictor. Rather the activ-
ity seems to reflect an internal expectation based on awith rewards through Pavlovian conditioning. Such re-
ward-predicting responses are found in dopamine neu- representation which is retrieved in time by the novel,
unspecific instruction cue and in content by the knownrons and the other reward structures described above.
More sophisticated neuronal mechanisms of reward learning context.
Many behavioral situations involve choices betweenexpectation consist of sustained activations which im-
mediately precede an individual reward for several sec- different rewards, and agents make decisions that opti-
mize the values of the rewards they seek. Greater effortonds and last until the reward is delivered. These activa-
tions may permit behavior-related neurons to access is extended to rewards with higher values. Neurons in
the parietal cortex show stronger task-related activitystored representations of future rewards. Sustained ac-
tivations during reward expectation are found in classi- when monkeys chose larger, or more frequent, over
smaller, or less frequent, rewards (Platt and Glimcher,cal reward structures, such as the striatum (Hikosaka
et al., 1989; Apicella et al., 1992), subthalamic nucleus 1999). Some neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex code
reward preferences relative to other available rewards(Matsumura et al., 1992), and orbitofrontal cortex (Trem-
blay and Schultz, 1999), but also in more motor struc- and thus may provide information to neuronal mecha-
nisms that direct behavior toward rewards with highertures, such as the cortical supplementary eye field (Ama-
dor et al., 2000; Stuphorn et al., 2000). They discriminate value and away from rewards with lower value (Tremblay
and Schultz, 1999). Together, these cortical neurons ap-between rewarded and unrewarded outcomes (Hol-
lerman et al., 1998) and between different food and liquid pear to code basic parameters of motivational value
contributing to choice behavior. Changes in motivationalrewards (Tremblay and Schultz, 1999; Hassani et al.,
2001). The expectation-related activations discriminate value may lead to changes in reward-seeking behavior.
Such changes involves neurons in the cingulate motorin their temporal relationships between rewards and
other predictable task events, such as movement-elic- area of the frontal cortex which become selectively ac-
tive when monkeys switch to a different movement afteriting stimuli or instruction cues.
Expected rewards may serve as goals for voluntary the current movement has produced less reward (Shima
and Tanji, 1998). These activities do not occur whenbehavior if information about the reward is present while
behavioral reactions toward the reward are being pre- movements switch after an explicit trigger nor with re-
ward reduction without movement switch. These datapared and executed (Dickinson and Balleine, 1994). Re-
cent data suggest that neurons may integrate reward suggest a role in internal decision processes for move-
ments based on the assessment of reward value. Al-information into neuronal processes before the behavior
leading to the reward occurs. Neurons in the striatum though these examples are only a beginning in the study
of brain mechanisms underlying reward-related deci-and dorsolateral and orbital frontal cortex show sus-
tained activations during the preparation of arm or eye sions, they show nicely how information about future
rewards could be used by the brain to make decisionsmovements in delayed response tasks. The activations
discriminate between rewarded and unrewarded out- about behavioral reactions leading to future reward.
Interaction between Different Reward Systemscomes (Hollerman et al., 1998; Kawagoe et al., 1998)
and between different kinds and amounts of food and Given the central importance of rewards for survival,
reproduction, and competitive gains, it may not be sur-liquid rewards (Watanabe, 1996; Leon and Shadlen,
1999; Tremblay and Schultz, 1999; Hassani et al., 2001) prising that several specialized and only partly overlap-
ping brain mechanisms have developed during evolu-(Figure 10, top). Similar reward-discriminating activa-
tions occur also during the execution of the movement. tion. These mechanisms may subserve the different
needs for rewards in the large variety of behavioral situa-These data suggest that a predicted reward can influ-
ence neuronal activity related to the preparation and tions in which individual agents live. The phasic dopa-
mine reward alert signal provides only partial informa-execution of the movement toward the reward and pro-
vide evidence on how neuronal mechanisms may guide tion about rewards but seems appropriate for inducing
synaptic changes to prioritize the processing of rewardbehavior toward rewarding goals.
Reward expectations change systematically with ex- information and learn even relatively complex behavioral
reactions. In restricted behavioral situations, the dopa-perience during learning. The change can be demon-
strated in tasks using rewarded and unrewarded out- mine signal alone may be sufficient for directing sequen-
tial behavior (Talwar et al., 2002) and for learning operantcomes. Behavioral reactions indicate that animals
expect reward initially when new instruction stimuli are lever pressing for electrical brain stimulation (Wise,
1996a) and more complicated tasks in reinforcementpresented and later differentiate their expectations.
Neurons in the striatum and orbitofrontal cortex show models (Sutton and Barto, 1981).
However, many behavioral situations provide a largeractivity reflecting the expectation of reward during initial
trials with novel stimuli, before any of them have been variety of rewards, and the bottom-up dopamine reward
signal would need to be supplemented by more specificlearned. Reward expectation activity becomes progres-
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Figure 10. Sustained Activation in Caudate Neuron during the Preparation of Arm Movement and Its Adaptation during Learning
(Top) During familiar performance, this caudate neuron shows a sustained response in rewarded movement trials, only a transient response
in nonmovement trials (not shown), and no response in unrewarded trials. The presence or absence of reward and the required movement
or nonmovement reaction are indicated by the initial instruction. Typically, the hand returns later to the resting key in rewarded as compared
to unrewarded movement trials. (Bottom) During learning, the sustained response occurs initially also in unrewarded movement trials, which
are performed with parameters of rewarded movements. The response disappears when movement parameters become typical for unrewarded
movements (arrows to the right). Rewarded movement, nonmovement, and unrewarded movement trials alternated semirandomly during the
experiment and are separated for analysis. Familiar and learning trials were performed in separate blocks. The sequence of trials is plotted
chronologically from top to bottom, learning rasters beginning with the first presentations of new instructions. Reprinted from Tremblay et
al., 1998. Copyright (1998) American Physiological Society.
reward information from the other reward systems. The Analogy to Theories of Emotion
The idea of a bottom-up dopamine reward alert signalstriatum, frontal cortex, and amygdala process various
components of the reward event that are useful for ap- and top-down reward discrimination and representation
systems resembles to some extent one of the earlierpropriately directing complex reward-directed behavior
and making informed choices. This information may en- theories on emotion, the Schachter-Singer Cognitive
Arousal Theory (Schachter and Singer, 1962; see alsoter into cognitive representations of rewards and include
the specific nature of individual rewards, the motiva- LeDoux, 1998). According to this theory, emotion-induc-
ing stimuli elicit states of arousal (via feedback fromtional value relative to other rewards, the compatibility
of the reward with the requirements of the agent, and vegetative reactions) which do not contain specific infor-
mations about the eliciting event. It is the cognitive, well-explicit representations about future rewards necessary
for planning goal-directed behavior. None of this infor- differentiated assessment of the situation that allows
agents to identify the event and generate a distinctivemation is reflected in the dopamine reward responses.
The information about the reward should be processed emotional feeling. An elaboration of this theory suggests
that the arousal state should also enter into cognitivein close association with information concerning the ap-
proach and consumption of the reward. The mentioned representations to be effective for generating emotions
(Valins, 1966). According to this theory, emotions areconjoint behavior- and reward-related activities in the
striatum (Hollerman et al., 1998; Kawagoe et al., 1998; generated by the combined action of unspecific arousal
and specific cognitive interpretations.Hassani et al., 2001) and frontal cortex (Watanabe, 1996)
may constitute such a mechanism. Although the comparison is superficial at this stage
and should not suggest a simple relationship betweenThus situations with limited demands may engage
only some of the neuronal reward processes, whereas reward and emotional processes, it describes how the
interactions of reward systems may correspond to thismore challenging situations may require to combine the
fast bottom-up dopamine reward alert and teaching sig- particular theory of emotion. The rapid dopamine reward
alert signal may resemble the emotional, unspecific bot-nal with slower top-down signals processing differential
informations about the expected reward and about the tom-up arousal, although the dopamine signal does not
seem to engage vegetative feedback, and the specificways to obtain it. The distinction between bottom-up
dopamine and top-down striatal, cortical, and amygda- reward informations provided by striatal, cortical, and
amygdalar systems resemble the cognitive emotionallar reward signals may be too schematic to be biologi-
cally practical, but it illustrates how reward systems with interpretations. The reward discrimination of responses
in the orbitofrontal cortex, and possibly the amygdala,different characteristics could work together to fulfill the
needs of individual agents to use rewards as reinforcers may correspond to the entry of arousal into cognitive
representations (Valins, 1966). Although aspects of thefor sophisticated behavior.
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Schachter-Singer theory and the Valins amendment have
been superseded by more recent variations (LeDoux,
1998), the general comparisons suggest that reward and




The increasing knowledge about neurophysiological re-
ward mechanisms in the brain may help to provide us
with a better understanding of the mechanisms of action
of addictive drugs, in particular psychostimulants (co-
caine and amphetamine). Psychopharmacological stud-
ies have used local, intracerebral drug injections to iden-
tify the dopamine system and its postsynaptic targets
in the ventral striatum and frontal cortex as the critical
structures (Wise and Hoffman, 1992; Robinson and Ber-
ridge, 1993; Wise, 2002 [this issue of Neuron]). This sec-
tion describes several mechanisms by which addictive
drugs may influence neuronal excitability and interact
with the reward signal of dopamine neurons investigated
in behaving animals. The description focuses on psy-
chostimulants which have been most closely investi-
gated.
Enhancement of Existing Reward Signal
Drugs of abuse may amplify the existing dopamine re-
sponses to natural rewards and reward-related environ-
mental events. Cocaine and amphetamine appear to Figure 11. Enhancement of Phasic Dopamine Signal by Psycho-
exert their addictive effects by blocking the reuptake of stimulant Drugs
dopamine in the ventral striatum and frontal cortex (A) Amphetamine increases excitatory drive of dopamine neurons
(Giros et al., 1996). Blockade of dopamine reuptake by reducing long-term depression (LTD) at ventral tegmental area
(VTA) dopamine neurons in vitro. By contrast, the same dose ofleads to sustained increases in extracellular concentra-
amphetamine fails to block LTD at hippocampal CA3 to CA1 syn-tions of dopamine. Within seconds and minutes after
apses, demonstrating synapse specificity. EPSC, excitatory post-concentration changes, negative feedback and metabo-
synaptic current. Reprinted from Jones et al., 2000. Copyright (2000)
lism reduce release, synthesis, and concentration to a Society for Neuroscience. (B) The dopamine reuptake blocker nomi-
large extent (Church et al., 1987; Suaud-Chagny et al., fensine increases and prolongs dopamine release in the striatum
1995; Gonon, 1997). induced by single action potentials on dopamine axons. Similar
effects are obtained with cocaine and other dopamine reuptakePhasic increases in dopamine following neuronal re-
blockers in the striatum and nucleus accumbens. Reprinted fromsponses to rewards would occur in fractions of seconds
Gonon, 1997. Copyright (1997) Society for Neuroscience.(see above) and thus are particularly amenable for en-
hancement by reuptake blockade, as they are faster
and reach their peaks before most negative feedback
higher levels of excitability (Mansvelder et al., 2002).becomes effective. This mechanism would lead to a
These results suggest that dopamine neurons reactmassively enhanced chemical dopamine signal follow-
stronger and more readily to excitatory inputs under theing primary rewards and reward-predicting stimuli. It
influence of these addictive drugs. Dopamine neuronswould also increase dopamine concentrations after neu-
would react stronger to rewards and release more dopa-ronal responses that for some reason are weak. The
mine in the target areas, such as the ventral striatumenhanced dopamine concentration could override de-
and frontal cortex.pressant neuronal responses following stimuli resem-
The drug effects on dopamine perikarya and terminalsbling rewards, novel stimuli, and particularly salient
may combine in a two-stage process to produce a par-stimuli that are frequent in everyday life.
ticularly enhanced reward signal. Psychostimulant ad-Already before the dopamine message reaches the
dictive drugs enhance the dopamine response to excit-striatum and frontal cortex, addictive drugs may amplify
atory inputs at the level of cell bodies and amplify thethe responses of dopamine neurons to incoming excita-
enhanced response further in the target structures bytions. Amphetamine potentiates excitatory inputs to do-
blocking dopamine reuptake. The exaggerated rewardpamine neurons (Tong et al., 1995) and removes long-
prediction error message would constitute a very power-term depression, leading to increased excitatory drive
ful focusing and teaching signal and produce modifica-(Jones et al., 2000; Figure 11A). Cocaine increases long-
tions in synaptic transmission leading to substantial be-term potentiation for a few days in dopamine neurons,
havioral changes. One of the resulting effects may bebut not in GABA neurons of the ventral midbrain (Ungless
an increase of movement-related activity in the striatum,et al., 2001). Nicotine enhances glutamate-evoked long-
as seen with the administration of amphetamine (Westterm potentiation at dopamine neurons (Mansvelder and
McGehee, 2000) and shifts dopamine neurons toward et al., 1997).
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Induction of Illusionary Reward Signal elicit a dopamine reward response in the intact animal.
Only when such studies have been done can a moreA more hypothetical drug action may consist of produc-
precise assessment be made of the use of the dopamineing an artificial neuronal reward signal in the absence
reward signal for approach behavior and different formsof a real reward. It is long known that systemic injections
of learning. It is possible that reward-directed learningof nicotine lead to activation of dopamine neurons (Lich-
occurs also without a dopamine teaching signal, as re-tensteiger et al., 1976) and increase their burst firing
wards are also processed in structures outside of the(Grenhoff et al., 1986), which in turn induces a dispropor-
dopamine system, but dopamine lesions should pro-tionately strong dopamine release (Gonon, 1988; Figure
duce some deficits, in particular regarding the efficacy11B). If similar mechanisms hold for psychostimulants,
or speed of learning that might reflect the coding ofthe resulting artificial and illusionary reward signal may
prediction errors.resemble a true dopamine reward prediction error mes-
Another related issue concerns the relationship be-sage and lead to focusing and plasticity effects on post-
tween the immediate, enhancing, and focusing effectssynaptic sites.
of dopamine and the dopamine-mediated synaptic plas-Activation of Reward Detection Mechanisms
ticity. Although the last years have seen a large increaseIt is possible that addictive drugs constitute rewards in
in experimental evidence for both mechanisms at thetheir own right, activate the same neuronal mechanisms
membrane level, it is unclear which mechanisms wouldthat detect and process natural rewards, and engage the
be operational in physiological situations of approachexisting reward mechanisms for influencing behavior.
behavior and learning, and how these mechanisms mayDrug rewards do not exert their influence on the brain
explain the lesion deficits in behavior. The goal would bethrough peripheral sensory receptors, as natural re-
to obtain a circuit understanding of the different synapticwards do, and there is no need to extract the reward
functions of dopamine in the striatum and frontal cortex,information from primary sensory inputs. Rather, drugs
in analogy to the current advances in cerebellar physiol-enter the brain directly via blood vessels and may exert
ogy (Sakurai, 1987; Linden and Connor, 1993; Kim et al.,their influence on behavior through more direct influ-
1998; Medina et al., 2002; Attwell et al., 2002). Dopamineences on reward-processing brain structures. The mag-
research may also profit from current investigations onnitude of their influences on the brain is not limited by
relationships between long-term potentiation and be-the physiology of peripheral sensory receptors, as with
havioral learning in the hippocampus.natural rewards, but by the toxicity of the substances.
Relationships to Learning TheoryThis mechanism may permit much stronger drug influ-
The evaluation of dopamine responses within the con-ences on brain mechanisms than natural rewards.
cepts and constraints of formal learning theories hasNeurons in the ventral striatum show phasic re-
proven to be interesting by revealing striking similaritiessponses to the injection of drugs and display activity
between the activity of single neurons and the behaviorduring the expectation of drugs, similar to natural re-
of a whole organism (Waelti et al., 2001). Similarly inter-wards (Carelli et al., 1993; Chang et al., 1994; Bowman
esting results were obtained by testing cerebellar learn-et al., 1996; Peoples et al., 1998). Movement-related
ing functions in the same context (Kim et al., 1998).striatal activity appears to be influenced by drugs in a
However, more tests need to be done to interpret, and tosimilar manner as by natural rewards, and some of the
explicitly investigate, dopamine activity in this direction,striatal neurons distinguish between drugs and natural
and the current tests provide arguments that dopaminerewards (West et al., 1997). These data may suggest that
responses comply better with the Rescorla-Wagner rule,drug rewards are treated by these neurons as rewards in
as compared to attentional learning rules such as thetheir own right. However, it is difficult to estimate how
Pearce-Hall and Mackintosh rules. It would be neces-directly these responses in the striatum are related to
sary to test a much wider spectrum of behavioral situa-the crucial role of dopamine in drug action.
tions, to see how far the match with the Rescorla-
Wagner rule can go, whether some of the other learning
Outlook on Issues of Dopamine and Reward rules may apply in certain situations, in particular in
Matching between Dopamine Lesion Deficits those not covered by the Rescorla-Wagner rule, and
and Neural Mechanisms whether other neuronal activities than the phasic re-
The often close matches between lesion deficits and sponses occur in these situations.
neuronal activity in the different areas of visual cortex Having gained experience in interpreting dopamine
do not seem to be paralleled in the basal ganglia and the activity and cerebellar function with formal learning the-
dopamine system. Strikingly, Parkinsonian symptoms, ories, it would be interesting to test other neuronal sys-
which are due to degeneration of the nigrostriatal dopa- tems with these rules. A candidate system is the nor-
mine system, include movement deficits, but the activity epinephrine neurons, which are probably the most
of dopamine neurons in intact brains does not show investigated neurons with divergent projections besides
clear covariations with movements (DeLong et al., 1983; the dopamine system and show a number of similarities
Schultz et al., 1983a, 1983b). Although Parkinsonian pa- with dopamine responses (Foote et al., 1980; Aston-
tients and experimentally dopamine-depleted animals Jones and Bloom, 1981; Rasmussen et al., 1986; Sara
show some deficits in approach behavior and affective and Segal, 1991; Aston-Jones et al., 1994, 1997; Vankov
reactions (Canavan et al., 1989; Linden et al., 1990; Vrie- et al., 1995). Other systems in which predictions from
zen and Moscovitch, 1990; Sprengelmeyer et al., 1995; learning theories can be used to advance their under-
Knowlton et al., 1996), which might be due to the ab- standing include the serotonin neurons and the choliner-
sence of a phasic reward signal, very few studies have gic neurons of the nucleus basalis Meynert. This line
of experimentation could be extended to the cerebralused the particular stimulus characteristics that would
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cortex, the striatum, and the amygdala, as these struc- LeDoux, 1998), or whether the reward systems are orga-
nized in a more refined way.tures process predictions of future outcomes and
should, in some ways, be sensitive to prediction errors Addictive Drugs
The neurophysiological study of drug addiction in be-(see above) and therefore be understandable in terms
of learning theories. A step in this direction has already having animals has largely focused on psychostimulant
drugs (cocaine, amphetamine), and it would be impor-been made in human imaging, the tested prediction be-
ing between drugs and diseases (Fletcher et al., 2001). tant to understand more about the processing of other
rewarding drugs, such as heroin and nicotine. Do theseMore Extensive Models of
Reinforcement Learning drugs simply activate some dopamine neurons in a tonic
way, or could they change the threshold or gain forCurrent reinforcement models can be used to simulate
biological learning. In particular, the temporal difference inputs to dopamine neurons and thus produce an imagi-
nary reward signal, similar to cocaine? How do opiatesmodel (Sutton and Barto, 1981) can be mapped onto
the anatomical organization of the basal ganglia and act on neurons with opiate receptors? What are the
behavioral relationships of these opiate receptive neu-frontal cortex (Barto, 1995; Houk et al., 1995), and the
characteristics of its teaching signal correspond in the rons in the first place? Only when we have such informa-
tion can we make an estimate on how important theimportant aspects to the dopamine prediction error sig-
nal (Montague et al., 1996; Suri and Schultz, 1999). Neu- dopamine system really is in opiate addiction.
ral networks using such teaching signals can learn quite
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